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Focus and Scope
Mathematics Research Reports is a journal run for and by mathematicians, committed to the mission of providing high-
quality scientific content, while adhering to the principles of Fair Open Access.  This includes being freely available for a
scientific audience worldwide, with no author publication charges, thanks to support from the Anatole Katok Center for
Dynamical Systems and Geometry at the Pennsylvania State University.

This journal publishes research announcements of significant advances in all branches of mathematics, short complete
papers of original research (up to about 15 journal pages), and review articles (up to about 30 journal pages). All articles
should be designed to communicate their contents to a broad mathematical audience and should meet high standards for
mathematical content and clarity. All papers are reviewed, and the entire Editorial Board must approve the acceptance of
any paper.

Founded by members of the editorial board of Electronic Research Announcements in Mathematical Sciences (published by
the American Institute of Mathematical Sciences (https://www.aimsciences.org/journal/1935-9179/2019/26/0) and preceded
by Electronic Research Announcements of the American Mathematical Society), Mathematics Research Reports is owned
and operated by its editorial board, and supported by senior editors drawn from among former editors of both Electronic
Research Announcements in Mathematical Sciences and Electronic Research Announcements of the American
Mathematical Society.

 

Periodicity
1 volume per year.

 

Access Policy
Mathematics Research Reports follows a true Open Access policy:

The Mathematics Research Reports provide immediate online open access to its content.
No subscription is needed to access the articles, and no download fees are charged.
Authors are not charged for publication in this journal, and the journal does not request any submission fee nor any
article processing fee.
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As part of the submission process, authors are required to check off their submission's compliance with all of the following
items. Note that submissions may be returned to authors that do not adhere to these guidelines.

Authors retain copyright, and grant the journal right of first publication of the article.
Authors are entitled to and accept responsibility for submitting this article on behalf of any and all co-authors.
The article, if accepted, will be published under a CC-BY licence (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/),
without any financial compensation.
Permission has been obtained from the copyright holder and the author(s) of figures, tables, animations or text
quotations for copyrighted works (including websites) included in the paper.
The Journal and/or platform may retract the paper after publication if clear evidence is found that the findings are
unreliable as a result of misconduct or honest error.
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